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Buster is messy, he is rowdy,
he is EXHAUSTING!
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and illustrator living in Cape
Town. His house is near the
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border of a national park so
while not writing or drawing,
he spends his free time shooing
baboons out of his lounge. He is
also the author of THE

Looking after Ben’s dog,
Buster, is no walk in the park—

with
“…convey[s] life lessons
”
the lightest of touches…
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But Ben loves him more than
anything.

When Ben goes away he tells
Grampa exactly how to look after
Buster. But has Ben remembered
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the most IMPORTANT thing?
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							Ben thought his dog Buster was
							the best dog in the whole world,

but Mum and Dad were not so sure.

BUSTER!

Buster was

EXHAUSTING!

“I think
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we nee
on!”
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“Vacation!”
Ben couldn’t wait.
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									Until he remembered
									the last trip . . .
“Buster will stay
with Grampa!” said
Mum and Dad firmly.
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